Bristol

Collection

The epitome of refined elegance, the
Bristol 4-in-1 Convertible Crib from
Simmons Kids features a graceful bellshaped headboard with airy slats,
beaded wood trim and bun feet in the
front. The impressive look of this crib will
inspire your baby to have grand dreams
of adventure and wonder for many years
to come. Its grow-with-me design adapts
to each stage of their life. As a crib, it
features an adjustable height mattress
support that allows you to keep your baby
safe by lowering the crib mattress as they
begin to stand. When your little one is
ready to make the move to a “big kid”
bed, the crib converts into a toddler bed,
daybed or full size bed. The enduring style
of the Bristol Crib ensures it will look great
in the nursery or a teen bedroom.
4-in-1 Convertible Crib W337450
Cortona 6 Drawer Dresser W337060
Changing Tray 180531
Toddler Guardrail 180130

Changing Tray

Full Size Bed Rails 180050

Available Finishes
122-Antique White
161-Storm
2100-Weathered Chestnut

(Bristol 4-in-1 Crib Shown in
122--Antique White

(Toddler Guardrail
#180130- Sold Separately)

Daybed Rail included

(Full Size Bed Rails
#180050 - Sold Separately)

(Changing Tray # 180531 Sold
Separately. Changing Pad Not Included)

Crib
Conversion

Toddler Bed
Conversion

Daybed
Conversion

Full Size Bed
Conversion

Cortona
6 Drawer Dresser
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Bristol
4-in-1 Convertible Crib
W337450

Assembled
Item Dimensions
56.25”W x 46”H x 31.25”D

Converts to toddler bed,
daybed and full size
bed. (Daybed Rail included;
Toddler Guardrail 180130
and full size bed rails
180050 sold separately)

Expertly crafted by us;
easy assembly for you

Adjustable height mattress
support with 3 convenient
positions to grow with
your baby

Uses a standard size crib
mattress (sold separately)

Tested for lead and other toxic
elements to meet or exceed
ASTM safety standards

JPMA certified to meet or
exceed all safety standards set
by the CPSC & ASTM

Drawers use soft close slides
for years of worry free use

Tested for lead and other toxic
elements to meet or exceed
ASTM safety standards

Includes tipover restraint

Cortona
6 Drawer Dresser
W337060

Assembled
Item Dimensions
47.5”W x 35”H x 19.25”D

6 large drawers providing
ample storage space

Comes fully assembled
with only the drawer knobs
and feet to attach

Pair this dresser with the
Changing Tray 180531 for a
sturdy changing station, and
complete your nursery with
one of several Simmons Kids
4-in-1 Cribs, in the same finish

Changing Tray
180531

Assembled
Item Dimensions
45.5”W x 4.75”H x 18”D

Strong & sturdy
wood construction

Accepts a changing pad
34”L x 16”D x 1” thick
(sold separately)

Can be used with any sturdy
piece of furniture with a top at
least 45.5” x 17.25”

Fully felt lined bottom to
protect the dresser surface

Tested for lead and other
toxic elements to meet or
exceed government and
ASTM safety standards

Toddler
Guardrail
180130

Assembled
Item Dimensions
25.25” L x 11”H x 0.75”D

Simmons guardrails are not
universal, they convert select
cribs produced by Simmons
Kids to a toddler bed

Refer to your crib’s instruction
manual to ensure compatibility
with 180130

Strong & sturdy wood
construction for added security

JPMA certified to meet or
exceed all safety standards set
by the CPSC & ASTM

Tested for lead and other
toxic elements to meet or
exceed government and
ASTM safety standards

Full Size
Wood Bed Rails
180050

Assembled
Item Dimensions
76” L x 5”H x 55.25”D

Simmons bedrails are not
universal, they convert select
cribs produced by Simmons
Kids to a full size bed

Refer to your crib’s instruction
manual to ensure compatibility
with 180050

Use with a full size mattress
and box spring or foundation

NEVER use without a box
spring or foundation (mattress
and box spring/foundation
sold separately)

Strong plywood construction
with (4) wooden cross slats
for stability
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